
Maths

This half term we will be revisiting multiplication 

and division again where we will be re-capping 

our knowledge and learning a wide range of 

strategies to help us solve problems. We also look 

at fractions and  time. Keep up the fantastic 

numbots and Top Marks Hit the Button!

English
In English we will be using our topic of  
superheroes and our writing skills to create and 
develop our own superheroes and villain 
characters. We will use our characters to write 
an amazing comic strip style story. We will also 
have lots of opportunities to focus on our 
spelling, punctuation and grammar and 
demonstrate our skills in our stories.

Science

The children will learn about spring and summer. We 

will learn about the changes that can be seen 

between spring and summer, as well as across all 

four seasons. The children will go on a nature 

walk to observe some of these changes. They will 

learn about what weather is and the weather that 

is associated with each season. They will  also 

observe and collect data about the weather. ‘

R.E. / PHSE / SMSC

This half term we will be exploring the question, Why do Jewish 

Families say so many prayers and blessings We will be learning 

about the Christian Value of ‘Stewardship’ and how we as pupils 

can demonstrate this value in our everyday learning alongside our 

curriculum driver of ‘Voice.’ ? Mrs Wright teaches PSHE/RSE to 
the children and the topic this term will be “Relationships.”

Topic – Superheroes

KERPOW! Intergalactic greetings, young heroes. It’s time to 

rescue the planet from evil villains! Who’s your favourite 

superhero? Spider-Man? Wonder Woman? Maybe your heroes 

are ordinary people who’ve achieved great things. Or is it those 

people who save lives in our emergency services that you admire 

the most? Our topic of superheroes is going to involve lots of 

exploration! We will look at and create aerial maps from the 

perspective of a flying superhero, investigate the quickest way to 

melt ice and research some real life superheroes in history!
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Music & P.E.

Mrs Fuller will be teaching music on a Thursday in 
Holly Class. PE will be taught by a Premier Sports 
Coach on a Tuesday afternoon and a Thursday 
afternoon and starts off with Athletics.  Don’t forget 
to wear your school PE kit on these days, tie long 
hair up and remove any earrings.

Computing

In computing this term we will be learning about Moving Robots. 
We will explore individual commands and what each command 
for the floor robot does using our knowledge to predict the 
outcome of programs.

Art / Design Technology
In Art this half term the children will learn about 
choosing, using and mixing their own colours to 
create quality art work that shows progression in 
skills. The children will have the opportunity to 
explore the life and work of six key abstract artists 
and, working primarily in paint, to create pieces in a 
range of abstract styles. 

Geography/History

In History the children will be learning about some 
famous explorers from Ibn Battuta, who lived over 
700 years ago, to Neil Armstrong (my favourite real-
life superhero) the first man to walk on the moon. In 
Geography we will explore the UK by looking at 

individual countries, capital cities, human and 

physical features along with comparing and 

contrasting the capital cities of London and Brasilia in 

detail. 


